Modulation of synchronous sympathetic firing behaviors by endogenous GABA(A) and glycine receptor-mediated activities in the neonatal rat spinal cord in vitro.
Delivering effective commands in the nervous systems require a temporal integration of neural activities such as synchronous firing. Although sympathetic nerve discharges are characterized by synchronous firing, its temporal structures and how it is modulated are largely unknown. This study used a collagenase-dissociated splanchnic sympathetic nerve-thoracic spinal cord preparation of neonatal rats in vitro as an experimental model. Several single-fiber activities were recorded simultaneously and verified by rigorous computational algorithms. Among 3763 fiber pairs that had spontaneous fiber activities, 382 fiber pairs had firing positively correlated. Their temporal relationship was quantitatively evaluated by cross-correlogram. On average, correlated firing in a fiber pair occurred in scales of ∼40ms lasting for ∼11ms. The relative frequency distribution curves of correlogram parametrical values pertinent to the temporal features were best described by trimodal Gaussians, suggesting a correlated firing originated from three or less sources. Applications of bicuculline or gabazine (noncompetitive or competitive GABA(A) receptor antagonist) and/or strychnine (noncompetitive glycine receptor antagonist) increased, decreased, or did not change individual fiber activities. Antagonist-induced enhancement and attenuation of correlated firing were demonstrated by a respective increase and decrease of the peak probability of the cross-correlograms. Heterogeneity in antagonistic responses suggests that the inhibitory neurotransmission mediated by GABA(A) and glycine receptors is not essential for but can serve as a neural substrate to modulate synchronous firing behaviors. Plausible neural mechanisms were proposed to explain the temporal structures of correlated firing between sympathetic fibers.